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ABSTRACT
A newly developed (off-line) spatial compound scanner was used to scan formalin-fixed atherosclerotic
carotid plaques. Fony-eight B-mode images were
recorded using 7 insonification angles.
All calculations were done on the envelope-detected
image data. The mean amplitude level (MALJ in (relative)
volts was calculated for the plaque region in each image.
The standard deviation over the 48 MAL values were
for each of the 7 angles between 0.12 V and 0.18 V. For
each scan plane, the standard deviation was also calculuted over the 7 images. The mean and standard deviation
of these 48 numbers were 0.07 Vand 0.04 V, respectively.
Thus based on these data, the variation from scan plane
to scan plane is normally larger than the variation over
angle for a single scan plane.

single-element signal, each element at a time, from the
same64 element aperture. Specifically, each of the 64
single-element signals are preamplified by its own preamplifier and then one signal is selected with a switch,
amplified with Time Gain Compensation (TGC) and
eventually digitized with a resolution of 12 bits at up to
60 MHz sampling rate. All signal processing is performed
in software, including the dynamic focusing at receive.
Subsequent signal processing consists of bandpass filtering, envelope detection, scan conversion, logarithmization, scaling and display.
The implementation of the signal processing in software has the advantage that very high quality ultrasound
signals are available at all instances in the signal
processing chain. In this paper, all calculations are based
onthe
raw (envelope-detected) image data. while all
image displays show the logarithmic images

.

1 Introduction
For the purpose of assessing the risk of stroke, several
in vivo studies".','] have investigated the relation between
therelative amount of soft materials in atherosclerotic
plaque removed by surgery and the mean echogenicity of
in vivo ultrasound images of these plaques. The correlation is quite weak, and one of the reasons might be the
variation in echogenicity with insonification angle for
non-soft tissues.
In an attempt to investigate this, a newly developed
spatial compound scanner was used lo scan formalin-fixed
atherosclerotic plaque removed by surgery (endarterectomy). The mean amplitude level was calculated for the
plaque region in all images and the variation of this level
over scan plane and angle was calculated and analyzed.
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2 Ultrasound System
The ultrasound system consisted of a 192-element
linear m a y transducer with low pitch connected to a
64-channel (off-line) ultrasound system, as depicted in the
lower part of Figure 1. The system was controlled by a
real-time scan controller and operated from a workstation.
Additional description of the system can be found elsewhere in this pr~ceeding.'~'The system operates by
emitting beams in a specified direction (below 3V)[4'from
an aperture of 64 elements and then recording the received
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Figure 1 Block diagram of off-line ultrasound system
used to scan formalin-fixed carotid atherosclerotic plaque
in demineralized degassed water. The orientation ofthe
coordinate system is used throughout this paper.
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3 . Scanning Procedure
Atherosclerotic
carotid
plaques
were removed by
prophylactic endarterectomyandstored
in formalinfor
several months. The plaques consist of the carotid artery
intima (and some part of the media) as well as the plaque
material that has been deposited on the intima. The
plaques were mounted with sutures to an acrylicframe
and submerged in demineralized degassed water at 20'C
andscanned.Thetop
p a t of Figure 1 provides a
schematic illustration of the set-up. The distance between
the cross-sectional scan planes was 0.5 mm. A total of 48
image
sets
were
recorded from two plaques. Each
recorded image set consisted of seven
single-angle
images. Anexample
of thecorrespondingcompound
image superimposed ona drawing showing transducer and
fullycompounded
region'41 is given in Figure 2. A
transducerfrequency
of 7.5 MHz wasused, giving a
wavelength h S 0.2 mm at sound speed, c = 1480 d s .

4 . Image Generation and Outlining
The raw (envelope-detected) image from a given scan

plane and angle is denoted l ( z , x ; y , e) where L and x are
the image coordinates, y specifies the image plane and B
specifiesthe scan angle.Thecorresponding
compound
imageisgenerated
byaveraging
the raw single-angle
images,however, it is only in the fully compounded
regionthat
all single-angleimagescontribute
to this
a~eraging.'~' The
multi-angle compound image is denoted
L " A Z % x ; Y).
The region containing plaque (ROI) in the ultrasound
image - for a givenscanplane - is identified with the
following routine and saved as a "mask' image. Note that
in a given scan plane, this region is the same for all

single-angle images and the compound image. The
raw
0 andsome
positive
image contains valuesbetween
number. Initially, the mask image contains the values -1.
I) A possible residual lumen is outlined manually from
the compound image as this image is the best suited
for this purpose.'4' The pixel value inside this region
is set to 0 in the mask image.
2) A smooth outline slightly larger than the plaque is
then drawn manually onthecompoundimage,
in
order to effectively remove possible dual reflections,
reflections from sutures, etc. Any pixel outside this
region is set to 0 in the mask image.
3) An automatic threshold detection is then applied to
the single-angle images, such that if a pixel is above
the threshold in just one of the single-angle images,
this pixel is identified as "plaque"pixel
andthe
corresponding pixel in the mask is set to unity.
4) Afterthis, the mask image willstill contain some
unresolved pixels (withvalue -1) in a band along
the circumferential of the plaque region and possible
some in anechoic regions inside the plaque. The first
pixels are resolved by expanding the exterior background region (with value 0) in such a way that no
pixel with value 0 is neighbor to a pixel with value
-1. Possible remaining pixels with value -1 will then
correspond to anechoic regions. These are simply set
to 1.
The plaqueregion identified this way contained the
entire plaque. In order to remove the part of the image
that contained echoes from theinterface betweenwater
and intima (which have a somewhat arbitrary level), the
plaqueregion was shrunk byapproximately the size of
the vertical point spreadfunction,whichwas
approximately &.12de = 5h. This corresponded to a band 20 pixels
wide in the image. An example of two sets of outlines is
given in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Exampleof

ultrasound compoundimageof
plaque cross-section with shrunken outline superimposed.

5 . Calculation of Mean Echogenicity
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Figure 2 Cross-sectional view of transducer and fully
compounded regionwith
the correspondingultrasound
image superimposed.
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The echogenicity of the plaque in each
single-angle
image for each scan plane was expressed by calculating
the mean amplitude level, MAL, in the identified plaque
region of the image as follows:

I '

I

whereROI(z,x;y) is the maskwithvalues 0 and I , that
specifies theregionofinterest(found
by themethod
described in Section 4) and N,,,(y) is the number of
pixels inside this mask,
NROI(y) =

Zi I:
ROKz,x;y)
z

(2)

6 .Angular sensitivity of Ultrasound System
For the comparison done in this paper, it is important
to ensure that the angular sensitivity of theultrasound
system is constant as a functionof angle. There are
several factors that determine this angular sensitivity for
the plaques scanned in this study:
1) The compensation thatthe scanner automatically
applies to the raw received signals to compensate for
the varyingangularsensitivity
of theindividual
transducer elements.
2 ) The shape and level of the TGC curve relative to the
actual (unknown) loss in the plaque.
3) The overcompensation by the TGC curve, when the
ultrasound travels in water and not plaque.
The effect ofthe
first twoitems
cannot be easily
distinguished, while the third overcompensation could be
removed by re-adjusting the TGC curve for each scanline,
by carefully calculating path length from a plot like the
one in Figure 2. However, as the cross-sectional shapes
of the plaques were rather constant for the two plaques
scanned in this investigation, such an approach might only
yield a slight improvementprobably smaller thanthe
inaccuracies due to I ) and 2).
In order to obtain an estimate of the angular sensitivity
of theultrasound system in thepresent application, a
compensation based onthe MALCy, e) wasused. Specifically, the variation along the y-dimension in the MAL
is due (mainly) to changes in plaque properties (e.g.,
plaque material, angle-dependence due to curvature in the
y-direction) while the variation along the 8-dimension is
due to tissue induced angle-dependence in the scan plane
and the (constant) undesired angular sensitivity. Assuming
that the tissue induced angledependence in the scan plane
variedrandomlyover the 48 imageplanes,theangular
sensitivity was estimated by averaging over all 48 image
planes. This was done thefollowing way: For a given
image plane, e.g., y , . a parabola was fitted to the seven
values of the MAL@,, e). This gave 48 parabolasof
different magnitudes and location, due to the variation of
the MAL in the y-direction. A normalization factor was
calculated from each parabola as the mean of the parabola
values at S I ' . Each row in the MALCy, 8) wasthen
divided by the corresponding normalization factor before

Figure 4 Estimate oftheangular
sensitivity of the
ultrasound system when scanning the plaques used in this
study.
averaging over the y-dimension was done. The result is
shown in Figure 4.
Subsequently, the MAL could be compensated for the
sensitivity function in Figure 4, by dividing each row of
the MAL matrix with the function in Figure 4. The result
of this compensation is given in Figure 5.

lnpb Ideg.1

Figure 5 The compensated MAL,MAL,,,Cy,~), showing
a measure of the variation of the mean echogenicity from
scan plane to scan plane and from angle to angle.

7 . Results
In order to investigate the variation of the MAL,,,,
overscanplanes
and angles, the following parameters
were calculated. The variation of the MAL,,,, over scan
plane was for each angle:
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o,(W

=

stdIMAL,,,,(y,

011

(3)

Y

The variation of MAL,,,
over angle was calculated as
the standard deviation over angle as follows:
std(MALcomp(~>e))

O ~ Y )

(4)

B

oY(@and oB= mean{uB,Cv))are plotted in Figure 6 for
the twooutlines described in Section 4. Furthermore,
mean(a&)) fstd(o&)} E 0.07 f0.M V for bath outlines.
Similar figures were finally calculated from the
MAL,,s with average over all angles:

o,,,,,~LY
1 =
This gave std[o,,,(

mean W%,,,(y,
0

0))

(5)
9 . Conclusions

y ) ) = 0.135 V.

8 . Discussion
cry(@)
in Figure 6 are nearly
Thetwocurvesfor
identical. Likewise for the two values of q.This indicates
that the echo signal from the waterlplaque interEace is not
dramatically different from the echos originating from the
internal part of the plaque.
The value of 0,(9) - for a given 0 - indicates how the
changes in plaque properties appearaschanges
in the
MAL. The value of
indicates the typical variation over
angle,for the same plaque region. Because c@)
> aB
(approximately by a factor of two), itseems thatthe
angular variation in the MALis not so strong that it
completely masks the variation in MAL dueto plaque
properties.
Eventually, because std(a,.,,(y)J > c0as well, this
indicates that the variation in plaque properties isalso
reflected in the compound image (when generated based
on compensated single-angle images).
There are a number of error sources in this investigation, that should be kept in mind:
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Figure 6 Standard deviations over scan planes and angles
for the two different outline sets described in Section 4.
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a) Even though the echo from the interface between
water and plaque was removed, the variarion in
attenuation in plaque was not known and therefore
not compensated for.
b) The outlined plaque region could have an incorrect
size. In future investigations, this should be verifyed,
by measuring the physical area of the same plaque
cross-section, for example, prior to a histological
analysis.
Eventually it should be noted, that it is unknown to
which degree the conclusions arrived at in this in vitro
investigation can be extrapolated to the in vivo situation,
where temperature and physical properties of the plaque
and surroundings are different.
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Formalin-fixed atherosclerotic plaques removed by
surgery was scanned with 7.5 MHz ultrasound from seven
different angles, by use of a 192-element linear array
transducer connected to a @-channel experimental
ultrasound system. Forty-eight images were recorded,
from where the mean echogenicity was calculated inside
the plaque region on each image. The results showed that
the Variationin mean echogenicity over scan plane was
larger than the variation over angle. This in vitro result
thus indicates that the variation in mean echogenicity due
to changes in plaque properties is larger than the variation
due to change in insonification angle, when the insonification angle range is below 42’.
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